Jikido Takasaki I
The fragmentary Manuscripts to which I wish to refer are at present preserved in the Scindhia Institute Museum at Uj jain, India. They are reported to be brought from the Gilgit area, Kashmir, by an officer of the Indian Army in the early 1950s, but nothing is known to us about the name of the place of discovery and conditions of preservation. Dr. P. V. Bapat procured their photostat copies from the Institute for deciphering and editing by the staff members of the Dept. of Buddhist Studies, University of Delhi and Miss S. Sengup ta, lecturer of the said University, was asked to work on them. She brought the typewritten manuscripts deciphered by herself into Roman script when she came to Japan in 1962 for two years' study at the University of Tokyo. I was asked by her to see them and if possible find their equivalent works in Chinese or Tibetan Bubbhist Texts. In her opinion, these fragments seem to belong to Abhidharma Buddhism, but no title is given in any folio. Furthermore, they are so fragmentary that it is difficult even to find the exact order among the folios. She stated also that the manuscripts are written in Gupta Brahmi script whose date is probably in the 5th to 6th century A. D., and that they (67 folios in total) were divided into four groups according to paleographical characteristics when she received them.
With these inf ormations in mind. I examined the fragments and found that they are to be grouped in three, instead of the four paleographical groups, according to the subject and line numbers in each folio, and that the group of folios of ten lines which occupies more than a half of -411- (34) the whole is to be identified with some parts of the Abhidharma-dharmaskandhapada-sastra, one of the fundamental texts of early Sarvastivadin, of which only one Chinese version translated by Hsuan-tsang (Taisho .
As for the other two groups, the one which has 18 folios of six lines and another, 9 folios of nine lines, I have not yet found any correspondence among works available in Chinese or Tibetan versions. Two folios among the first group (folios of 10 lines) of which no parallel passage is found in the Abhidharma-dharmaskandhapada seem to be included, according to their contents, in the last group which has descriptions of devavimanas, and other lokas.
In the following I will make some comments on the first fragments supposed to be identified with the Abhidharmadharmaskandhapada.
II
First of all I will make a comparative As is seen in the table mentioned above, the fragments cover most enough is the fact that the beginning of the work in the Chinese ve rsion follows immediately after the very end of the work, and thus neither, colophon nor title, together with a salutation verse which are expected from the Chinese version are found anywhere in the present manuscript.
It puzzled us and made it difficult for us to imagine the whole structre of the work in Sanskrit even if available. As for the contents, however, we.
can trace word by word equivalence in most parts between the two ver- Thus examined, we came to a conclusion that, in spite of the lack of title, the present manuscript is no doubt a part of the Abhidharmadharmas kandhapadasastra and that the two versions probably belong to different recensions. It is difficult, however, 'to decide which is coloser to the original, although the Chinese translation has a better arangement and seems -408-
Remarks on the Sanskrit Fragments U. Takasaki) to show the original form of the work. (Date of the Chinese translation is about the middle of the 7th cent. A. D.) Any further comment seems cdiffiult to make, unless we get many more-fragments of the same text .
III
As for the paleographical characteristics, I have no right to make any comment as I have not seen the original manuscript kept at Ujjain.
A few remarks on grammatical and lexicographical characteristics will be given here. This manuscript contains special usages observed commonly in Indian Buddhist manuscripts such as the consonant after 'r' is reduplicated (e. g.
karma-karmma vartate-varttate),
sattva is written as 'satva', nasal before consonant is always replaced by anusvara (e. g. bhavamti for bhavanti) and so on ; but otherwise the manuscript is written in Classical Sankrit. , As for visarga, it is sometimes dropped before a consonant (e. g.-mithyasmrti prabhavati, fol. 1), sometimes kept before a vowel (e. g.-dharmah akusala-, fol. 2), but there is observed no rule for such an irregular form. Generally speaking the rule of sandhi is sometimes confused due probably to mistakes of the ancient copiest. (Danda not used between sentences except for the end of a subject, and thus confusion is increased.)
Irregular forms of declension and conjugation are observed in such cases as 'namasya', gen. sg. of ndm-an, ' samsthihati ', 3 sg. ind. pres. of saw stha, A. In the latter case, however, the classical form ' samtisthate ' is used , side by side, and there is no difference in meaning in both cases. Such irregularity is, however, commonly observed in Buddhist Sanskrit texts and not peculiar to this text. Also there are found some terms unique to Buddhist texts such as ' dahra' (for dahara, young) (fol. 7), 'dhanvam' 
